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INTRODUCTION

This Ebook is brought to you by the Flow Global Initiative, a team of international experts on psychology, kinesiology & flow state as well as many 
other areas of expertise. We gathered forces to create a revolutionary system of simplified principles, rules & interventions that are 
proven to trigger and sustain the state of flow.

We have dug deep into the science and reviewed hundreds upon hundreds of scientific research papers & theories to come to the best possible 
system that would help individuals & groups reach the deeper levels of the flow state more frequently. This system was named the 
FlowCode. Its purpose is to decode & map the principles of flow while serving as the turnkey roadmap for creating and maintaining the 
optimal state.

Through all this hard work we’ve grown to be a vibrant, international community of FlowCode Coaches, Ambassadors, Mentors, Education 
experts, researchers, speakers and simply just flow people.

We stand for the creation of a new paradigm that puts the flow state at the center of human striving.
By many definitions, the flow state is the most optimal state anyone can achieve, it is a state where we tap into our superhuman potential, 
allowing us to respond to reality in the most efficient way, while achieving perfect fluidity in every situation. In short, we are on a mission to help 
people feel fulfillment and happiness in their lives and be at their ultimate best... and research shows that can only be achieved if we 
are in the flow. 

There’s no better time in history than right now, to live your passion and share your gifts with the world. Now is your opportunity to play a higher 
role, serve a higher purpose by becoming a part of an exciting movement with a mission to bring flow to every part of society and create a 
flow culture that would propel us forward as individuals and as a human race.

We hope this Ebook will be a nice first step on our journey together and you join us on this beautiful mission.

WHAT WE WILL COVER

At Flow Global Initiative we talk with Coaches from different fields every day so we have great insight into all the challenges they are facing. Based on that we develop tools, techniques, marketing materials, webinar/workshop presentations and continuous education in order to facilitate our Coaches’ work. Here we are sharing some of the best practices and advice so we hope you find them useful.

We are always happy to have a talk with you and explain this in further detail, no strings attached so if you wish to schedule a call, please email us at support@theflowcode.com.

mailto:support%40theflowcode.com?subject=


JUGGLING BETWEEN ONLINE AND ON-SITE

Use the best of both worlds

It’s definitely becoming more and more clear that online coaching is 
almost a must. It’s simply easier, more accessible and requires 
less organization. Plus there are no costs with space rental, 
commutes etc.

Having said that, social flow is not to be underestimated. Some 
things can just not be felt online in the same way as in person, so 
sessions, workshops and retreats on-site are definitely a keeper. 

But that does not mean you go one way or the other. Recycle, use 
different formats, add layers to your offer and make it 
adaptable.

For regular group coaching and membership coaching, online format 
is great as you can keep it short and sweet. You can make shorter 
sessions more times per week so people are constantly under the 
charm of your coaching and the effects can be much higher.

At the Flow Global Initiative we have all FlowCode techniques 
in video format so utilization online is super easy for you and for 
the clients. We are trying to show people that flow is a practice, 
something you slowly ritualize and internalize, you live it. As 
it’s a matter of constant practice and repetition, short online sessions 
can be a great thing. This style goes well also with membership 
coaching as described below. 

And then upselling live sessions and workshops is so easy 
because people do have a wish to meet and practice in person. In this 
way you build your database of trustful clients through the online 
and you then offer your on-site formats where you can also count on 
clients being willing to cover higher fees.
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LET’S SUMMARIZE THE BENEFITS OF ONLINE 
COACHING

 ☑ Clients can be more relaxed while practicing from the 
comfort of their own home

 ☑ It’s easier for clients to make the decision about 
joining as there is not a lot of time spent

 ☑ You don’t have any costs with the venue
 ☑ Clients don’t lose time with the commute
 ☑ You can attract a very wide, international clientele
 ☑ You have tones of cross-sell and up-sell opportunities
 ☑ Less tiresome for you



Group coaching - GO BEYOND 1:1

Most coaches are trading their time for the dollar, they are 
limited in ability to work with more clients at the same time.

The problem of one-on-one coaching is simply that one day has 
just so many hours and at some point you are out of options of 
scaling your business.

It’s time consuming and energy consuming while it’s hard to charge 
prices that justify your work and preparation time, especially 
in the times we are facing.

Clients can also be scared of committing to 1:1 coaching sessions that 
automatically mean higher fees without even understanding what 
coaching looks like, how they will click with you as their Coach, what 
they get, how it will benefit them etc.

DON’T BE STUCK IN THE SAME ROUTINE

Use different coaching formats2

At the Flow Global Initiative we offer an enormous library of 
FlowCode practices and this is just what you need. We see that 
many coaches are afraid of group coaching because they simply don’t 
have the tools. They are used to 1:1 coaching with the personalized 
approach, talking with clients and focusing on the discussion aspect 
which cannot take place in the same way in group coaching thus 
lacking the confidence to do this upgrade of their offer.

LET’S SUMMARIZE THE BENEFITS OF GROUP 
COACHING FOR THE CLIENTS

 ☑ Working in a group, sharing the social flow and 
wisdom 

 ☑ Working toward common goals
 ☑ Fixed timings and accountability
 ☑ The positive effects of group dynamics
 ☑ Development of support and trust within the group
 ☑ Teamwork and growth in this regard
 ☑ Collaborative mindset
 ☑ It’s simply more affordable

BENEFITS OF GROUP COACHING FOR YOU

 ☑ Better use of your time
 ☑ Increased and more predictable income
 ☑ Capacity to reach more clients
 ☑ Faster business growth
 ☑ Better value for your clients
 ☑ Less complicated scheduling
 ☑ Possibilities of up-selling and cross-selling

So we need to start thinking 

BIGGER and how we could 

WORK SMARTER NOT 

HARDER.

And one angle of this is for 

sure to deliver your work 

1:Many.

When a group coaching program is done right, your clients will first 
develop a relationship with you that gradually grows their trust, 
moreover, they will start trusting the process – and they’ll stay on 
track & accountable. And what’s the most important: they will stay 
with you long term.
The best part is: you’ll have the freedom to focus on what you 
know how to do best & enjoy the most: coaching - so being 
creative, leading, and fulfilling your mission at a higher level!



In our FlowHub7 Portal and coaching tool we offer 700+ techniques and programs from breathwork, meditation, movement 
modalities to audio, visual, cognitive triggers, rituals etc. (You can try our techniques here)

Coaches can play these techniques at their sessions plus they can recommend them to clients as homework, as a way to practice flow daily, 
ritualize it and truly start shifting their lives. 

But we will get to that so continue reading :)

Membership coaching

Looking at group coaching further, membership coaching is definitely 
an idea to seriously consider.
This means that you offer a monthly membership/subscription 
in which a certain scope of your services is included. You can offer 
different packages of different price ranges depending on the scope.

For example: offer your availability for a group session 3 times 
per week (and maybe some additional services) for a certain fee. 
Your clients can come once, twice or three times per week, whatever 
works for them, the price is fixed per month. The next level can be, for 
example, 6 times per week plus one 1:1 session or other service.

In case of membership coaching it’s good you give clients 
homework, you offer them advice, biohacks, motivational 
messages etc. so they feel they are members of your club and 
the membership is justified.

JUST SOME QUICK CALCULATIONS:

Your membership can cost, let’s say 50 USD.

You can start easy, just with a group of 5 people 

as this type of coaching does not require much 

engagement. Everyone can then bring a friend or 

two and quickly your club will grow.

With 30 people in the club, a community that is 

also holding each other accountable, keeping the 

group flow high, you are earning 1500 USD per 

month with no more work than for the 5 initial 

members and you can just continue growing!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtPZhdTirvc&list=PL2-jWp0olzsGMM9zr_15OC1MGKhJ-jxNk


These sessions are best to be done online but they are coupled 
nicely with a (maybe even outdoor) session/workshop. And 
with a community of eager participants you can rest assured that it 
would not be hard to charge well and get enough people participating.

At the Flow Global Initiative we have our FlowHub7 Portal that 
runs on a monthly membership and our Coaches would usually offer 
it within their own monthly memberships so it’s not just their 
services that are offered but also a tool clients can use in between 
sessions, as a way to ritualize flow.
It is you that arranges the tool for the client and it is you that guides 
them through their journey so they need you in the longer run. You 
teach them how important it is that they practice daily, even if just for 
a few minutes, how important it is to install these new habits and then 
couple this with your regular sessions, workshops, 1:1 coaching with 
you. This is what makes coaching truly effective and increases your 
client retention.

PLEASE NOTE: 

In order to use the FlowHub7 Portal in coaching 

sessions or to recommend it to your clients in exchange 

for a commission, you don’t need to be a certified FlowCode 

Coach. You can simply just register as a member yourself at 

https://theflowhub.com/. 

But we definitely advise looking into our Coach Program 

as there are so many useful tools, techniques, marketing 

materials, presentations etc. that are a part of it that we 

believe it would be worthwhile for you to consider. We’d be 

glad to jump on a quick call and present all this to you. You 

can book the call here.

https://theflowhub.com/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=text&utm_name=coach_course_e_book_july_21&utm_content=coach_course_e_book_july_21
https://theflowcode.com/coach-courses/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=text&utm_name=coach_course_e_book_july_21&utm_content=coach_course_e_book_july_21
https://calendly.com/neza_karba


A lot of coaches have a very limited offer, just one format, take it 
or leave it. In the times of saturated markets, flexibility is key, you 
simply need to offer different ways how people can engage and how 
you can adapt to their needs.

We already spoke about group coaching as almost a must in modern 
coaching, membership coaching is great, it offers an easy entry of 
clients to whom you can then further upsell but no need to stop there. 
Of course, you still offer your 1:1 sessions as they are still the most 
effective for the client, you can really personalize, discuss with them, 
follow their progress, so no arguing there. Plus of course, formats 
like webinars, workshops, retreats, seminars - online or on-site. For 
example,  if you have a live workshop, why not also stream it so more 
people can join online. 

Many times we also see how Coaches can be a bit “clumsy” when 
offering their services to bigger groups, like in corporate coaching.

They come with one offer and are not able to adapt at the spot 
when the client is not completely on board with what the coach is 
proposing.
Why not offer options of a series of workshops to begin with and not 
insist on per employee cost?

MAKE SURE YOUR OFFER IS 

MULTILAYERED3
Why not offer a lower fee, a style of membership coaching, where of 
course, you are not available every day in a personalized way but you 
can be on Zoom a few times per week and they pay a monthly fee like 
discussed in the Membership coaching section of this Ebook?

What’s important is that you get the client, build a 
relationship, have them experience what you do. Let your 
work speak for itself and grow from there.
At the Flow Global Initiative we constantly focus on tools that allow 
you to offer such a multilayered offer. From Webinar, Workshop 
presentations, marketing materials, the FlowHub7 portal you can 
offer within your fee, to continuous education in this regard. A life 
long learning  journey on how to structure your offer in a way that it’s 
understandable to clients and it assures multiple points of entries, a 
simple yet highly efficient process of client acquisition and retention.

So really make sure you are flexible, adaptable, you understand your 
service well and how you can serve the client, always grow in this 
regard, don’t just give in when a client says no. So many coaches are 
struggling in their business precisely because they don’t have this 
perseverance. 
Or the tools… And here is where we hope we can be of service to you, 
so you can be of service to your clients.



Content is king. Yes, we know you’ve heard this line before but it is simply so. And now more so than ever. You cannot just expect to have a 
website, Facebook page and a couple of boosted posts. With the market so saturated as it is, this will bring you no visibility whatsoever.

But ok, this just means you have to be active, you need to grow also in this regard.

And you need to be smart about it.

Content can be recycled, you can use the same content in many different ways. So make sure you have a good spreadsheet to track your 
content and you see all the connections clearly.

CREATE INTERESTING, INSPIRING CONTENT 

& FREEBIES4

Podcasts
They are popular, trendy and time optimizing - why not start 
yours? 
Engage interesting guests, cover diverse topics related to your 
work, offer freebies, invite your listeners to join you on other 
platforms etc.

Youtube videos
It can be the same content as above, just in video form.

Blog
Write about the topics connected with your work, people need to 
see attractive content that gets them passionate about embarking 
on a coaching and self growth journey.

Ebooks
You gave your email for this Ebook so apparently this does work :).
Ebooks should bring added value, they should be informative and 
fun so we definitely hope this one ticks all these boxes :).

Freebies 
All the above counts as freebies but it’s good you consider some 
more concrete techniques, people can try to truly see what your 
coaching will look like. You can film a short session, you can send 
them techniques and exercises you use in your coaching. They 
need a good idea what your work feels like to see if this is for them. 
You need to keep in mind that there are so many ways of coaching, 
this is hardly a unified category so clients don’t really know what to 
expect.

At the Flow Global Initiative we offer a lot of such materials for our Coaches. Creating content takes time, so why not join a Community where you 
get all this. We have tons of blog posts, marketing materials, presentations, ebooks and what is more important 700+ techniques, some of them 
also in the form of Freebies you can send to your clients so they can see what flow feels like and what you will bring to them at your sessions.

SOME TYPES OF CONTENT YOU CAN CREATE IN ORDER TO PRESENT YOUR WORK:



The answer is Yes. Yes, it is also true that in pandemic times 
people got fed up with them and there might be a Webinar detox 
period but still, it’s one of the best ways how to show your work, get 
clients passionate and again, you can use materials you used in all 
the points from the previous sections of this Ebook.

Some tips on Webinar promotion ...   
    

1. Social media
Post on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram. Don’t forget to also post 
about the event on LinkedIn Groups that have audiences who will find 
the content useful. Make sure to read the group’s rules first; they may 
require you to put the post in the Promotions tab. After the event is 
over, upload the slides to SlideShare.    
      

2. Emails
Start building client databases with the Freebies in exchange for an 
email as explained above and then make sure you are regular with 
your email campaigns. Make sure you write good content and then 
invite your database to your Webinar.    
      

3. Website
Consider adding a call-to-action button that promotes your webinar 
in the sidebar of every page, or drop in a blurb about your webinar on 
the homepage.      
   

4. Blog
Blog about your webinar both before and after the event.  
       

5. Press release 
Email the invite to your favorite online industry journalists.  
       

6. Advertising
You might have success advertising a webinar on social media, just 
small budgets to boost the visibility.    
     

7. Guest posts
Write a guest post for another blog that has the same target audience 
as your webinar, and include a call to action to register for the event. 
       

8. Facebook Live or podcast
Try doing sneak peeks or post-event wrap-ups with either Facebook 
Live, another live streaming tool, or a podcast. Having a two-minute 
discussion on the topic is a great way to hook people who may not be 
ready to invest an entire hour.     
   

9. Post your event on external event pages like 
Eventbrite     
WHAT TO MENTION     

 ☑ what is so interesting about the topic   
 ☑ what they get by joining    
 ☑ mention free ebook upon registration and other possible 

freebies      
       

You see how nicely it all connects :)?  

At the Flow Global Initiative we offer 10 Webinar presentations of 
different flow and body & mind related topics like Fighting fear with 
flow, How to boost your immune system, Your brain in flow etc. All the 
slides have beautiful graphics and videos of theory and the practical 
part already included so you can nicely play those directly from the 
presentation. You can use these also for on-site workshops or for 
your coaching sessions. Additionally we also offer full Workshop 
presentation slides for workshops with individual as well as 
Corporate clients.
So again, it’s about bringing value to our Coaches: why would 
everyone have to create slides and presentations alone (we all know 
how time consuming this can be) if we can do this for our whole 
Community! Plus we can exchange experiences on how to improve 
our work.  

Check how our coaches and ambassadors are leading free webinars 
here.

ARE WEBINARS A GOOD IDEA?
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https://theflowcode.com/webinars/flowcode-webinars/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=text&utm_name=coach_course_e_book_july_21&utm_content=coach_course_e_book_july_21


Most coaches are limited in giving clients any handouts or content to 
practise in between sessions. Even on the sessions many coaches are 
just talk based and they don’t offer any concrete techniques clients 
could use, they just recommend some outside portals or youtube links 
which does not exactly build their credibility.

Coaching should definitely also be about feeling not just 
talking and concrete techniques not just abstract notions should 
be utilized. This makes it real for people, they can feel good, 
they feel intuitively what it’s all about so in combination with quality 
guidance, coach’s explanations and science behind they can quickly 
see progress, motivating them to keep going.

Make sure you are creative about the practical part and you know 
well how to explain the science and logic behind.

And in terms of homework, make sure you make your clients 
accountable, pair work among clients, works great. Make sure 
they understand the importance of ritualization, how we are what 

BE PRACTICAL, FOCUS ON THE FEELING
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we repeat, how they need to build new habits and rituals. This is 
where you can have results and consequently clients’ trust and high 
retention rates.

At the Flow Global Initiative we are all about the practical part: less 
talking more feeling could be our motto - even though we are for 
sure not underestimating the importance of clients understanding 
the story, logic, science, philosophy behind, we are constantly 
emphasizing the importance of clients feeling all of this so they derive 
further inspiration for betterment out of this feeling.
We have 700+ practices/triggers that vary from breathwork, 
meditation, movement modalities, audio, visual, cognitive triggers, 
rituals etc. (Try our techniques here). You can play these at your 
sessions and/or pre describe some of these for clients’ home 
practice. You can include the FlowHub7 Portal (where all these 
techniques are stored) price within your fee or promote it to your 
clients with a promo code granting them a discount and to you a nice 
commission.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtPZhdTirvc&list=PL2-jWp0olzsGMM9zr_15OC1MGKhJ-jxNk


Many coaches offer a workshop or a program and then when finished 
they are not able to upsell. This is why a multilayered offer as 
explained in the previous section of this Ebook is so important. 

Let’s say your client finishes your 30 day program. But is it really the 
finish? The idea is that this is just the beginning. Self improvement is 
a lifelong journey so don’t show a 30 day program as something that 
has a limit, show this as a starting point, a program which gave them 
some insight and they need to grow from there.

Again we cannot stop emphasizing the importance of ritualization and 
gradual build up of a flow personality, living flow, feeling it, not just 
trying a couple of techniques a few times and going through a few 
workshops.

It is a known fear of corporate clients that the Coach will charge 
them a lot of money for a Workshop, employees will feel a bit better 
afterwards and they will get all this new inspiration but there will be 
no follow through so all of this will go to waste.

So it’s not just about retention and upsells, it is simply about offering 
coaching that makes sense and can have long lasting effects.

ASSURE RETENTION 

Stay connnected with your clients7
At the Flow Global Initiative it is our mission to spread this view of 
coaching, so no quick fixes but life long journeys that become fun and 
flow inducing in themselves. Clients need to start enjoying the ride 
and your job is to show them how. We will do the rest. 

With all the tools and presentations explained above you can see 
that you will be well equipped so no worries with preparing all this, 
your focus will be purely on finding your flow so you can transmit it to 
others.

The message is clear: 

JUST BE, FIND YOUR FLOW, 
DISSOLUTE and keep repeating. 
This is the pathway to transcendence and self mastery. 



We see the trend of overcomplicating personal growth and 
consequently coaching. So instead of bringing calmness, personal 
growth can just bring more anxiety.

At the Flow Global Initiative we stand for the less is more logic, 
showing the feeling of flow, lowering the intensity and entering 
the parasympathetic mode of operation. And from then on everything 
will just flow. 

We need to simplify our inner world not get lost in the maze of 
complex thoughts. The paradox of flow is that you go into less in order 
to grow, to expand your consciousness.

We place Flow as the lowest common denominator, the central point 
of our striving, a synonym for well being, health, love - the final goal 
we strive for.

FlowCode techniques are about lowering intensity, slowing down, 
dissolving, finding the magic of the now.

But more than that, we offer a structure of understanding flow 
as well as the channels to get there and turn flow from a 
state to a trait. 
There are many techniques that can be flow inducing and connect 
with the channels we are structuring (sensory, cognitive, social and 
environmental). Any sport is conducive to flow, dance is such an 
amazing trigger, for some people it’s gardening, for some it’s drawing. 
What we chose as the main FlowCode triggers conducive to flow are 
those we believe guarantee flow for the majority of people. With high 
intensity workouts for example, they can definitely be a flow trigger 
but for many people they can be anti flow us the challenge can be too 
high in comparison to our skill set and flow cannot happen. 

So FlowCode is a growing organism always being enriched by 
our own growth and the growth of our amazing community - we are 
all co-creators as it is only through such unity that we can make a 
difference and maintain our flow on all levels.

MAKE IT SIMPLE AND FUN
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Community, solidarity, connecting with others, exchanging experience 
- all of this is vital. Many times coaching is an individualistic 
business and it’s a pity it is so. We all lose. And the world is losing 
as the message is not coming across. There is so much accumulated 
knowledge that often stays in somebody’s office. 

This should not be just a cliche so be active in such networking. 
There are so many platforms that enable this, the online reality is 
making us all much more connected.

At the FlowGlobal Initiative we strive to be a connector of Coaches, 
Ambassadors, Education Experts, researchers and developers all 

THINK (COMM)UNITY ON ALL LEVELS

Connect with other coaches - Partner up9
with the aim to bring the awareness of flow broader and be a central 
organization that is providing quality materials & tools of all levels 
with the aim of facilitating coaches’ work and present a unified flow 
front, strong and inspired to spread the mission further.

And this is not just a story about flow, the more we are in flow, the 
closer we are to Unity. Our Project Unity NGO was developed with the 
intention of bringing flow culture to life and to share flow principles 
and concepts with the general public on all levels. It is an exciting 
paradigm for personal and societal change, a common ground, a 
ground for all of us to grow from and create a new, improved society 
that is based on unity.



 

We hope this Ebook brought you 
value and hopefully some new 
inspiration! Follow us on social 

media for more!

 

Check our Coach course and 
program information - how can 

we facilitate your work.

 

Schedule a 1:1 a call with someone 
from our Team - always the nicest 

to talk things through.

LEARN MORE

BOOK A CALL

https://calendly.com/neza_karba
https://theflowcode.com/coach-courses/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=text&utm_name=coach_course_e_book_july_21&utm_content=coach_course_e_book_july_21
https://www.facebook.com/TheFlowCode
https://www.linkedin.com/company/flow-global-initiative/
https://www.instagram.com/the.flow.code/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTnxoFGnlWh1IQMe3gjh_qw

